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About This Game

Prove yourself as a successful entrepreneur by starting and managing a restaurant. The story follows Eve, just appointed as
manager of a new restaurant at her family's Seaside Inn after extensive renovation. At first she does not take the job seriously

but as her involvement in the Seaside Cafe deepens she grows into adulthood by expanding this popular resort destination.
Learn, discover and create over 600 different types of food items, raise chickens and cows, juggle limited storage with ever

expanding variety of ingredients and products.

*** Please note: Use Alt+Enter to switch between window and full screen mode ***

Gameplay Features including:

■ More than 600 items that you can choose to sell. You start with a limited selection and as you progress more iteam will
become available.

■ Weather and temperature conditions. Choose to stock items based on weather trends and weather preferences of your target
demographics.

■ Skills requirements. Products available for sale are categorized by Japanese style, American style, and Chinese style. You will
have to build up your skills in each cuisine in order to match the required for products that you choose to sell.

■ Detailed customer types. Customers are categorized by their occupation and you will encounter 50 occupation types
throughout the game. Each occupation responds differently so develop your strategies carefully.
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■ Lots of helpers! In addition to the Eve's family and friends, more than 100 additional helpers appear throughout the game. Go
to the Guild to find helpers available for hire.

■ Inspirational products! As you progress through the game and your skills develop you will be able to create your own products
by combining base items. Be creative and make more money.

■ Evaluation point system. Customers will good feedback in the form of evaluations points. Become a good manager and strive
for consistently good evaluations.

■ Supply and demand. Prices of products will vary according to market demand. Be careful to buy low and sell high.

■ Real estate. Buy your own property to raise cows and chickens or your own fields for farming.

■ Daily news every morning! At the beginning of each day in the game information of the day's activities is presented.
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let's eat seaside cafe

I remember playing Dance of Death some time ago - another HOG published by Alawar, yet ended up in the repertoire of
RunServer for some reason or the other. That game left me with a bad taste in the mouth, so I wasn't expecting much of a miracle
from this one either. Hope Lake presents a somewhat similar experience with the small developer team Far Mills + MysteryTag,
and with a more mystery, less supernatural undertone... ending up quite supernatural anyhow. Sure, it has a better environment
mapping and far longer gameplay stored, but it is similarly halfway done. Now that I played the game, it is safe to declare that it is
2\/2 miss for games hailing from RunServer catalog.

We are a random lady detective - detective Kelly Wells, if you are awfully curious - invited to investigate the kidnapping of Emily
Lynch, a young women recently disappeared near Hope Lake. Why we are to be sent out to the woods by the sheriff of the area, in
the middle of the night, without arms or backup to track a kidnapper exceeds me, yet here we are. Apparently, there was an old
boarding house run by a mean Mrs. Braun back in its day in the area, and our investigation conveniently leads us to the said
boarding house. We are soon to discover the involvement of a well nurtured psychopath in this kidnapping, in an attempt to exact
revenge for an old crime. Be warned, supernatural - even though not the richly depicted kind - is yet again the primary element of
this half-baked story.

Okay, again for the record, I actually love hidden object games. I'm all in for some mindless entertainment when it comes to sparing
an afternoon to fetch some items and solve some basic puzzles with a story undertone. Yet, even I expect a certain quality set within
the boundaries of the genre! The story is ridden with countless logic errors, undermining the skill and IQ level of both our detective,
and the perpetrator. Every turn we take, we basically stumble upon the mystery perpetrator, and he manages to escape by a neck - 6
times or so - yet he still keeps running about without destroying the evidence, hiding the kidnapped girl or dealing with the detective
properly. Oh, come on! It's a single woman with a .38 in an abandoned house in the middle of the woods, which you supposedly
spent all your life in! What kind of a bad guy you are? This guy is a dozy, I tell you.

The display is the better part of this game, with decent artwork and somewhat appreciable atmosphere. Voice acting is subpar - do
not expect lip-synch or anything - and there is only one soundtrack piece running in the background again, and again, and again...
Now, that gets annoying pretty easy. Illustrations are not various, but they are quite alright. One would prefer better cinematic
pieces though, considering the tone and the atmosphere.

Gameplay is nothing extraordinary. It is your millionth HOG, with wrongly labelled items on awfully shady environments at every
scene. Every single HOG scene that I encountered included a wrongly labelled item or two, so after a while, I started clicking on
random items until the scene is done, considering there is no misclick penalty either. Puzzles? They are all really easily and some are
only time consuming. Nothing creative or even remotely challenging. Okay, let me state you one favorable factor: there are lots of
areas interconnected with a decent map that would present you available action indications. So, there is no backtracking at all -
which would be a huge plus in this genre normally. Sadly, it is not enough for me to recommend the game.

For some automatic achievements coming with the game, the full price is a monstrous exaggeration. I highly recommend for you to
grab this on a heavy sale, if at all.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. Great escape
game with hard puzzles . You'll get really proud of yourself for solving them.. Pros
-Interesting game mechanics that are similar to pikmin.
-Creative character design and enjoyable plot.
-Hardworking developers actively making the game a better port. (edit: there hasn't been any updates in a few months. I'm
hoping the game hasn't been abandoned)
-Very nostalgic for me personally, as this was one of my favorite childhood games.
Cons
-No key customization. wasd to move, arrows for menus, enter and backspace for gameplay mechanics. The lack of this
information at the start of the game can be offputting. (as an edit, playing this with an xbox controller is much better.)
-Noticeable frame rate drops and occasional glitches/crashes. Be sure to save often!
-The combat can be frustrating if you don't know the tricks to beating certain bosses. I found myself looking up guides on a few
parts.. For what it tries to be, it is good. A unique feature is that ships can move in 3D, which is strangely a rare thing in the
space RTS genre. Controls are a bit clunky. Somewhere between Homeworld and FTL.. I like the game; it's a fun little game
that I can play if I have 5 minutes to spare and nothing else to do. I am, however, experiancing crashes every 5 minutes or so.
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Overall, I think it's a fun game that could become great with the right development.. Unplayable physics, unplayable PZB (even
it has the 3 modes, sometimes you have emergency brake in double yellow signals when passing over as well as the 500mhz
magnet), If you buy this, you are wasting the money. It is not worthy.. Freezes after EndTurn.

And that's not the first issue, I have bought the CD version of the game years ago and it was not working either (AI broken by
localization). I said to myself, OK, it's not their fault, it was localization company that broke it. But now that one is not working
either...

Come on...
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Great little game to play. little odd here and there and it gets harder the longer you stay alive so you got to build up them walls to
keep the enimy out.. Nice train with good sense of solidity and weight. Pre=loade carriages convincingly grubby. Looks great.
Bought it in sale. Glad I did.. This game is unfortunately just not playable due to a bug where when exploring a star the people
just run around or goes of standing in the corners.. I weren't able to explore a single star... I got this game with a 90% off
coupon and it still isn't even worth the amount i spent on it. the artstyle is trash and the game is boring. it is NOT worth playing
even if it was free.. All I can say is wow, This game was alot of fun, the physics, the shooting, the throwing and its f'en hilarious
to play. Got to play with the dev a bit tonight, was one of the funnest nights of VR.
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